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Abstract
Dopamine- and cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein (Mr 32 kDa,
DARPP-32) is an integrator of multiple neuronal signals and
plays a crucial role particularly in mediating the dopaminergic
component of the systems involved in the evaluation of stimuli
and the ensuing elaboration of complex behavioral responses
(e.g., responses to reinforcers and stressors). Dopamine
neurons can fire tonically or phasically in distinct timescales
and in specific brain regions to code different behaviorally
relevant information. Dopamine signaling is mediated mainly
through the regulation of adenylyl cyclase activity, stimulated
by D1-like or inhibited by D2-like receptors, respectively, that
modulates cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) function.
The activity of DARPP-32 is finely regulated by its phospho-
rylation at multiple sites. Phosphorylation at the threonine (Thr)
34 residue by PKA converts DARPP-32 into an inhibitor of

protein phosphatase 1, while the phosphorylation at the Thr75
residue turns it into an inhibitor of PKA. Thus, DARPP-32 is
critically implicated in regulating striatal output in response to
the convergent pathways that influence signaling of the cAMP/
PKA pathway. This review summarizes some of the landmark
and recent studies of DARPP-32-mediated signaling in the
attempt to clarify the role played by DARPP-32 in the response
to rewarding natural stimuli. Particularly, the review deals with
data derived from rodents studies and discusses the involve-
ment of the cAMP/PKA/DARPP-32 pathway in: 1) appetitive
food-sustained motivated behaviors, 2) motivated behaviors
sustained by social reward, 3) sexual behavior, and 4)
responses to environmental enrichment.
Keywords: dopamine, environmental enrichment, food,
nucleus accumbens, sexual behavior, social stimuli.
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Dopamine- and cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein-32 kDa
(DARPP-32, also known as proteinphosphatase-1 regulatory
subunit, PPP1R1B) was first identified as a major target of
dopamine D1 receptor-activated adenylyl cyclase in
dopaminoceptive neurons by Greengard and collaborators
(Walaas and Greengard 1984). Over the last 30 years,
DARPP-32 has been established to have a prominent role in
mediating the biochemical, electrophysiological, transcrip-
tional, and behavioral effects of dopamine. This review
summarizes some of the relevant studies on DARPP-32-
mediated signaling mainly in striatal medium spiny neurons
(MSNs) and highlights the crucial role played by DARPP-32
in the integration of the responses to rewarding natural
stimuli.

Dopamine and DARPP-32 signaling pathways

Brain dopaminergic circuit

Brain dopaminergic neuronal pathways play a critical role in
multiple functions, including motor activation, cognition,
emotion, reward, and response to stress. The main
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dopaminergic neuronal pathways arise from midbrain nuclei,
ventral tegmental area (VTA), and substantia nigra (SN) that,
through the medial forebrain bundle, project to several
forebrain regions. The dopaminergic neurons in the SN
project to the dorsal striatum (Caudate–Putamen, CPu) via
the nigrostriatal pathway and are involved in the control of
movement. Dopaminergic neurons in the VTA predomi-
nantly innervate the ventromedial striatum (nucleus accum-
bens, NAc), which acts as a limbic-motor interface
(Mogenson et al. 1980). In a more contemporary view, the
NAc function may be regarded as a filter mechanism that
facilitates an efficient approach to reward-related stimuli
(Floresco 2015). Midbrain dopaminergic neurons exhibit
functional heterogeneity and operate in distinct modes with
tonic and phasic pattern of activity to differentiate behav-
iorally relevant information (Schultz 2007). Tonic activity is
sustained by dopaminergic discharge at low frequencies
without bursts (Grace and Bunney 1984) and generates basal
levels of dopamine (Grace 2016). Phasic burst firing induces
greater extracellular dopamine release (Gonon 1988; Grace
1991; Floresco et al. 2003) and is elicited by salient inputs
(Peoples and West 1996; Shi et al. 2000; Stuber et al. 2008;
Tsai et al. 2009; Cacciapaglia et al. 2011). Accordingly,
transient increases in extraneuronal dopamine levels are
observed in the ventral striatum after exposure of animals to
relevant stimuli (Yoshida et al. 1992; Cabib and Puglisi-
Allegra 1994; Pfaus et al. 1995; Pontieri et al. 1995;
Bassareo et al. 2002).
About 90% of striatal neurons are GABAergic MSNs

expressing dopamine D1-like or D2-like receptors, while the
remaining cells are large cholinergic and GABAergic
interneurons (Meredith et al. 1993). The tonic activity of
cholinergic interneurons expressing high levels of dopamine
D2 receptors (Alcantara et al. 2003) regulates midbrain
dopaminergic neurons firing (Threlfell et al. 2012) and
studies performed in monkeys indicate that cholinergic
interneurons participate in signaling reward-related events
in close interaction with reward-related responses of
dopaminergic neurons (Morris et al. 2004). MSNs sending
projections to the basal ganglia output nuclei form part of the
direct pathway, while MSNs sending projections to basal
ganglia output nuclei via the globus pallidus external
segment and the subthalamic nucleus form part of the
indirect pathway. (Zahm 2000; Voorn et al. 2004). Accord-
ing to a canonical view, in the dorsal striatum the direct
pathway is distinguished by the prevailing expression of
dopamine D1 receptors along with dynorphin and substance
P, while the indirect pathway by the predominant expression
of dopamine D2 receptors and enkephalin (Gerfen et al.
1990; Surmeier et al. 2007). This organization has been
considered more complex in the ventral striatum (Zahm
1989). Indeed, the NAc can be differentiated into at least two
anatomically distinct regions, the core (NAcC) and the shell
(NAcS), with different connectivity and functional properties

(Zahm 2000; Voorn et al. 2004). The NAcC shows a more-
striatal like organization. Recent studies show that the direct
and indirect pathways are not strictly coded by the MSN cell
type in the NAcC. While part of MSNs expressing dopamine
D1-like receptors participate in a indirect pathway, targeting
ventral pallidum neurons that send projections to the ventral
mesencephalon, a portion of MSNs expressing dopamine
D2-like receptors contribute to a direct pathway and synapse
on ventral pallidum neurons that directly project to the
thalamus (Kupchik et al. 2015; Kupchik and Kalivas 2017).
Moreover, a similar organization has also been suggested in
the dorsal striatum (Cazorla et al. 2014; Saunders et al.
2015). A division into direct and indirect pathway is even
more difficult to define in the NAcS (Sesack and Grace
2010), where a higher expression of dopamine D3 receptors
(Le Moine and Bloch 1996) and some degree of dopamine
D1 and D2 receptors co-expression were reported (Surmeier
et al. 2007; Bertran-Gonzalez et al. 2008), although the
exact proportion of dopamine D1 and D2 receptors co-
expression is still debated. Dopamine exerts its complex
effects in MSNs acting on D1-like (D1 and D5) and D2-like
(D2, D3, and D4) receptors, which regulate the cAMP-
dependent protein kinase (PKA) cascade in opposite ways. A
further level of complexity is suggested by the reported
expression of dopamine receptor heteromers, with pharma-
cological properties distinct from those of individual recep-
tors (Ferr�e et al. 2009; Frederick et al. 2015; Hasbi et al.
2018).
Dopamine in the NAc plays a crucial role in the acquisition

and expression of appetitive responses and motivation
(Montague et al. 2004). An increase in extracellular
dopamine is thought to encode reward predictions, enhance
reinforcement learning, and signal the motivational salience
of a stimulus (see Schultz 2016 for review). In this context,
the NAcS and NAcC have a different responsiveness to
natural or pharmacological stimuli (Pontieri et al. 1995;
Bassareo and Di Chiara 1999) and seem to play different
roles in reward-related behaviors. The NAcS has been mainly
implicated in encoding reward outcome and magnitude
(Stopper and Floresco 2011; Saddoris et al. 2015; Sackett
et al. 2017), while the NAcC is likely to have a major role in
locomotor aspect of reward responses (Ito et al. 2004).
However, so far, no data have shown a complete segregation
of function between these two regions. Moreover, recent
evidences suggest novel more complex views of the
regulation of the neuronal circuitries involved in the
processing and execution of motivated behaviors by ventral
striatal outputs and sustain a crucial role of the ventral
pallidum (Kupchik et al. 2015; Kupchik and Kalivas 2017).

Molecular properties of DARPP-32

In the striatum, DARPP-32 is expressed in the majority of
MSNs, but not in the cholinergic and GABAergic interneu-
rons (Ouimet et al. 1984). At the ultrastructural level,
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DARPP-32 expression has been observed in the soma, both
in the cytoplasm and nucleus, in dendrites and axon terminals
(Ouimet and Greengard 1990).
The activity of DARPP-32 depends on the state of

phosphorylation at multiple regulatory sites, including
Thr34, Thr75, Ser97, and Ser130, and the phosphorylation
pattern is dependent on the dynamic balance between
activation of protein kinases and phosphatases. Phosphory-
lation at Thr34 by PKA converts DARPP-32 into an inhibitor
of protein phosphatase-1 (PP-1) (Hemmings et al. 1984);
phosphorylation at Thr75 by cyclin-dependent kinase 5
(Bibb et al. 1999) converts DARPP-32 in an inhibitor of
PKA (Nishi et al. 2002). Additional sites on Ser97/102 or
Ser130/137 (mouse and rat sequence, respectively) phos-
phorylated by casein kinase 2 and 1 (CK1), regulate DARPP-
32 activity (Walaas et al. 2011).

Dopamine regulation of DARPP-32 phosphorylation pattern

DARPP-32 plays a pivotal role in dopamine transmission.
Under basal conditions, DARPP-32 is mainly phosphory-
lated at Thr75, Ser97, and Ser130 residues (Nishi et al.
2017) and acts as a PKA inhibitor (Fig. 1a). Activation of the
dopamine D1 receptor/PKA pathway increases phospho-
Thr34 DARPP-32 levels, turning DARPP-32 into a PP-1
inhibitor, and stimulating the PKA-sensitive protein phos-
phatase 2A regulatory subunit B56d (PP2A/B56d) that, in
turn, dephosphorylates the Thr75 and Ser97 residues
(Fig. 1b). Dephosphorylation of the Thr75 residue relieves
inhibition of PKA itself, thus amplifying dopamine D1
receptor transmission by a positive feedback loop. The
phospho-Thr34 DARPP-32-mediated inhibition of PP-1
increases the levels of phosphorylation of several substrates
and modulates the activity of some ion channels (Greengard
et al. 1999; Svenningsson et al. 2004; Scheggi et al. 2009).
In particular, dopamine D1 receptor activation increases the
phosphorylation of NMDA NR1, a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-
methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) GluR1 and
GABAA b1/b3 subunits, resulting in increased AMPA and
NMDA receptor-mediated currents and inhibition of GABAA

receptor-mediated currents. Conversely, when phosphory-
lated at Thr75 by cyclin-dependent kinase, DARPP-32
antagonizes the PKA/phosphoThr34 DARPP-32/PP-1 cas-
cade, reducing the efficacy of dopamine D1 receptor
signaling through a negative feedback mechanism (Nishi
et al. 2002).
Phospho-Thr34 DARPP-32 is mainly dephosphorylated by

PP2B (calcineurin), activated by glutamate-induced increases
in intracellular Ca2+ levels (Nishi et al. 2002); phospho-Thr75
and phospho-Ser97 DARPP-32 are mainly dephosphorylated
by the heterotrimeric forms of PP2A PP2A/B56d and Ca2+-
sensitive PP2A regulatory subunit PR72 (PP2A/PR72; Ahn
et al. 2007; Nishi et al. 2002). Dephosphorylation of the
Ser97 residue facilitates DARPP-32 nuclear translocation
(Stipanovich et al. 2008) and nuclear accumulation would

favor the phosphorylation of histone H3 at the Ser10 residue, a
PP-1 dephosphorylation site. In this way, DARPP-32 could
also have a role in the regulation of gene expression (Yger and
Girault 2011), (Fig. 1b). DARPP-32 cytonuclear shuttling can
also be regulated by glutamate through the influence on Ser97
phosphorylation levels.

Glutamate regulation of DARPP-32 phosphorylation pattern

Among the mechanisms that regulate DARPP-32 phospho-
rylation pattern, glutamate-induced increases in intracellular
Ca2+ levels play a crucial role (Fig. 1c). As previously
mentioned, activation of glutamate NMDA and AMPA
receptors induces PP2B-mediated dephosphorylation of
phospho-Thr34 DARPP-32 (Halpain et al. 1990). Thus,
dopamine through D1 receptor activation and glutamate
through NMDA/AMPA receptors/Ca2+/PP2B activation
seem to exert a mutual antagonistic regulation of phospho-
Thr34 DARPP-32 levels (Nishi et al. 2005). Glutamate,
through the influence on Ser97 phosphorylation levels, also
controls the nuclear localization of dephospho-Thr34 and
dephospho-Ser97 DARPP-32 (Fig. 1b). In vitro experiments
on striatal neurons have recently revealed that dephospho-
rylation at the Thr34, Thr75, and Ser97 residues by PP2A/
PR72 leads to nuclear accumulation of an inactive form of
DARPP-32 (Nishi et al. 2017). Thus, glutamate transmission
may counteract dopamine D1 receptor signaling also through
this mechanism.
However, higher levels of complexity in the regulation of

DARPP-32 function have been reported. Studies based on
kinetic models suggest that DARPP-32 does not merely act
as a molecular switch between PP-1 and PKA activity, but as
a temporal integrator of dopamine and glutamate signals. In
particular, the two signals can be integrated in a downstream
response only if they are temporally close and occur in a
defined order (dopamine after glutamate-calcium signal)
(Fernandez et al. 2006). The temporal coincidence of these
two stimuli potentiates the increase in phospho-Thr34
DARPP-32 levels (Lindskog et al. 2006), represents a switch
for inducing long-term depression or long-term potentiation,
and is crucial for synaptic plasticity and reinforcement
learning (Nakano et al. 2010; Qi et al. 2010; Nair et al.
2016).
Altogether, DARPP-32 appears as a sensitive hub of

neuronal inputs different in terms of source, amplitude, and
timescale, able to integrate and convey biochemical,
cellular, and physiological signals by changing the func-
tional state of ion channels, influencing transcription factors
levels, down-regulating genes, modifying reward process-
ing, and motor activity. Moreover, thanks to its fine-tuned
mechanisms of regulation, DARPP-32 contributes to
enhance the reliability of signaling processes and increase
the signal/noise ratio in MSNs that receive dense innerva-
tion and direct inputs from multiple regions (Barbano et al.
2007).
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Natural rewards, dopamine transmission, and
DARPP-32 phosphorylation in mesolimbic areas
Natural reinforcers, such as food, water, and a receptive
sexual partner, are key stimuli for the survival of the
individual and the species and activate the neuronal pathways
that code for reward and motivation.
1) Appetitive drive and dopaminergic responses

Food intake is influenced by multiple and coordinated
interactions between brain areas that regulate homeostatic
signals and circuits involved in reinforcement and
motivational drive. Homeostatic signals provide informa-
tion related to caloric and nutritional requirements and

are coordinated mainly by hypothalamic nuclei via
regulatory neuropeptides and through the sensing of
nutrients (Volkow et al. 2011). However, homeostatic
signals can be overridden by inputs arising from reward
circuits that could promote food intake even in the
absence of metabolic needs. Highly caloric foods rich in
sugars are potent natural rewards and their consumption
may become disengaged from homeostatic control
(Lenoir et al. 2007), and sweet-dense food and beverages
may have addictive properties in humans. Among natural
reinforcers, food is often used in order to elicit responses
that are easily investigated in experimental animals and
humans.

Fig. 1 DARPP-32 phosphorylation pattern in basal conditions, and

after activation of dopamine D1 or ionotropic glutamate receptors. (a)
Under basal conditions, DARPP-32 is mainly phosphorylated at Thr75
by cyclin-dependent kinase 5 (Cdk5), at Ser97 by casein kinase (CK) 2
and at Ser-130 by CK1. (b) Dopamine D1 receptor stimulation induces

DARPP-32 phosphorylation at Thr34 by cAMP-dependent protein
kinase (PKA) and dephosphorylation of Thr75 and Ser97 by PP2A/
B56d. The phosphorylation at Thr34 leads to inhibition of protein

phosphatase-1 (PP1). Dephosphorylation of Ser97 facilitates

phospho-Thr34 DARPP-32 nuclear localization, which favors inhibition

of nuclear PP1, phosphorylation of histone H3, and transcriptional
activation. (c) Ionotropic glutamate receptors stimulation increases
intracellular calcium levels that induce dephosphorylation of Thr34 by
PP2B, and Thr75, Ser 97, and Ser 130 by PP2A/PR72. Dephospho-

rylation of Ser97 facilitates DARPP-32 nuclear export but since
DARPP-32 is dephosphorylated at Thr34, this leads to nuclear
accumulation of an inactive form of DARPP-32.
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Food consumption and DARPP-32 phosphorylation pattern

In rodents, palatable food consumption induces a phasic
increase in extraneuronal dopamine levels in mesolimbic
areas that confer incentive salience to it (Berridge 2007). The
ingestion of a food of unexpected palatability induces in rats
a consistent dopaminergic response in the NAcS, NAcC, and
medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) in terms of increased
extraneuronal dopamine levels (Bassareo and Di Chiara
1999). In the NAcS, but not in the NAcC or mPFC, this
response undergoes rapid adaptive regulation and blunted
increases in dopamine levels are observed with repeated
exposure to the same palatable stimulus. Thus, it has been
proposed that the transient dopaminergic response in the
NAcS represents the integration of motivational valence and
novelty of the stimulus, and may be involved in associative
learning, while in the NAcC or mPFC it encodes a generic
motivational value (Bassareo et al. 2002). Administration of
a dopamine D1 receptor antagonist impairs learning of
conditioned taste aversion to a palatable food able to elicit a
transient increase in NAcS dopamine levels (Fenu et al.
2001). Consistent with these findings, dopamine D1 receptor-
PKA-DARPP-32-dependent signaling is affected by palat-
able food consumption (Gambarana et al. 2003; Rauggi
et al. 2005; Danielli et al. 2010). In non-food-deprived rats,
the first consumption of palatable sweets, independently of
the caloric content (i.e., sucrose or saccharin), triggers a
sequence of changes in DARPP-32 phosphorylation pattern
in the NAcS. In fact, levels of phospho-Thr34 DARPP-32
increase 30 min after sweets consumption and decrease at 2–
3 h, when phospho-Thr75 DARPP-32 levels increase
(Rauggi et al. 2005; Danielli et al. 2010; Scheggi et al.
2013). Repeated exposure to the same palatable food elicits
blunted dopaminergic responses in terms of dopamine levels
and modifications in DARPP-32 phosphorylation pattern
(Bassareo and Di Chiara 1999; Gambarana et al. 2003;
Danielli et al. 2010), (Fig. 2 a-c). However, when rats are
subjected to an acute mild food deprivation (a 18-h fast), re-
exposure to the same palatable food still elicits the
dopaminergic responses (Danielli et al. 2010; Scheggi et al.
2013). Intriguingly, in this condition of mild food depriva-
tion a second consumption of saccharin does not induce
significant changes in extraneuronal dopamine levels and
DARPP-32 phosphorylation pattern in the NAcS, while
changes are observed after the first and second consumption
of standard caloric food (Danielli et al. 2010; Scheggi et al.
2013), (Fig. 2d–g). These results on changes in DARPP-32
phosphorylation pattern in response to palatable food in
conditions of satiety or mild caloric deficit suggest that the
phenomenon of blunted dopaminergic response (‘habitua-
tion’) in the NAcS may signal an unnecessary food stimulus.
Thus, in the absence of a caloric need changes in DARPP-32
phosphorylation pattern could transiently signal the value of
food represented by palatability and novelty, while in a
condition of food deprivation they signal the primary

biological value of the food stimulus that is its caloric
content, and this response is maintained after repeated
consumption. In line with this hypothesis, the dopaminergic
responses in the NAcS seem to correlate with the motivation
to operate in order to obtain the food. In experiments of
sucrose or saccharin self-administration on a progressive
ratio schedule of reinforcement, rats are trained to press a
lever at progressively increasing rate to obtain the reinforcer
and the value that represent the maximal effort exerted,
defined breaking point (BP), is considered an index of
motivation (Hodos 1961). Non-food-deprived rats show
lower BP scores than fasted rats when sucrose is the
reinforcer; conversely, when saccharin is the reinforcer, non-
food-deprived and fasted rats show similar BP scores
(Scheggi et al. 2013) (Fig. 2h). Thus, the motivation to
operate for a food reward in the absence of caloric
deprivation is mainly controlled by palatability and correlates
with transient modifications in dopamine levels and DARPP-
32 phosphorylation pattern in the NAcS, while during fasting
it is dependent on the caloric content of the food stimulus
and correlates with the dopaminergic responses elicited
(Fig. 2d–h).
The hypothesis that in non-food-deprived rats changes in

DARPP-32 phosphorylation pattern are related to the moti-
vation to pursue palatable food as a positive reinforcer is also
indirectly supported by the results obtained in a rat model of
depressive symptoms. Exposure to a chronic stress protocol
abolishes in non-food-deprived rats the NAcS dopaminergic
responses to palatable food consumption (Marchese et al.
2013). We investigated whether differences in DARPP-32
phosphorylation pattern had a behavioral correlate that is
whether they would consistently segregate with differences
in motivation to operate for the positive stimulus. Indeed,
stress exposure disrupts lever pressing for sucrose and
repeated treatments that restore in stress-exposed rats the
NAcS dopaminergic responses to sucrose also reinstate
operant responding for it, while treatments that do not restore
the NAcS responses to sucrose do not reinstate the motiva-
tion to operate for it (Grappi et al. 2011; Scheggi et al. 2011,
2015, 2016, 2017; Marchese et al. 2013). Further support for
a role of DARPP-32 phosphorylation changes in the
integration of signaling that underlies responses to the food
stimulus comes from conditioned taste aversion experiments,
in which sucrose consumption is paired to a negative
stimulus. In this condition, DARPP-32 phosphorylation
pattern is unmodified, suggesting that it translates appetitive
motivation, but it is likely not crucial in aversive associative
learning (Marotta et al. 2014).

DARPP-32 phosphorylation in food-sustained operant

behavior

Increases in dopaminergic transmission in animals that
perform food-sustained instrumental behaviors have been
reported as increases in dopamine levels in striatal areas
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(Sokolowski et al. 1998; Ostlund et al. 2011; Segovia et al.
2011), VTA dopamine neurons firing (Kosobud et al. 1994),
and phasic dopamine release in the NAc (Cacciapaglia et al.
2011). The hypothesis that DARPP-32 signaling is involved
in encoding and strengthening the valence and motivational
value of food is supported by the phosphorylation changes

observed in the NAc subregions at different stages of food
self-administration in rats (Segovia et al. 2012). Food-
restricted rats trained to self-administer standard food that
is working to maintain an homeostatic caloric balance, in the
transition from the fixed ratio (FR) 1 schedule (1 response –
1 reward) to the fixed ratio 5 (FR5) schedule that requires a

Fig. 2 Dopamine levels and DARPP-32 phosphorylation in the NAcS
in response to repeated food consumption and appetitive motivation in
rats. (a and d) Extraneuronal dopamine levels. In non-food-deprived
rats (Satiety), dopamine levels increase after the first but not the

second consumption of palatable sweets (a). In 18-h food-deprived
rats (food deprivation), dopamine levels increase after the first
consumption of sucrose, saccharin, and standard food but after the

second consumption only caloric foods (sucrose or standard food)
elicit a dopaminergic response (d). (b, c, e, f and g) Time-dependent
changes in DARPP-32 phosphorylation levels. In non-food-deprived

rats the first consumption of sucrose (b) or saccharin (c) triggers a
sequence of early and delayed changes in Thr34-DARPP-32

phosphorylation levels, while no changes are observed upon re-
exposure to the same palatable stimulus (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
***p < 0.001 vs. time 0 levels; #p < 0.05, ###p < 0.001 vs. 1st time
30 min levels, Bonferroni’s test). In 18-h food-deprived rats, Thr34-

DARPP-32 phosphorylation levels are modified by re-exposure to
sucrose (e) or standard food (g), while no changes are observed upon
re-exposure to saccharin (f). (h) Responding for palatable food on a

progressive ratio schedule of reinforcement. When sucrose is the
reinforcer, non-food-deprived rats show breaking point (BP) scores
markedly lower than fasted rats (**p < 0.01, Bonferroni’s test); when

saccharin is the reinforcer, non-food-deprived and fasted rats show
similar BP scores. (Modified from Scheggi et al. 2013).
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higher effort level (5 responses – 1 reward), show higher
dopamine release on the first FR5 training day in the NAcS
and on the second FR5 training day in the NAcC (Segovia
et al. 2011). In line with these observations, phospho-Thr34-
DARPP-32 expression is increased on the first FR5 training
day in the NAcS, while its expression is increased on the
second FR5 training day in the NAcC; in rats exposed to
extended FR-5 training increases in phospho-Thr34-DARPP-
32 levels are mainly observed in dorsal striatum (Segovia
et al. 2012). The fact that phosphorylation changes occur
with a subregion-specificity in the transition from FR1 to
FR5 confirms that modifications in DARPP-32 phosphory-
lation pattern may mediate motivation and behavioral
activation, with the NAcS and NAcC playing different roles
in the response to positive stimuli (Corbit et al. 2001; Corbit
and Balleine 2011) and the dorsolateral striatum being
primarily involved in the process of habit formation (Furlong
et al. 2014). Moreover, when food-restricted rats have the
choice between obtaining a carbohydrate-rich food on a
progressive ratio schedule or eating the standard food
available on the cage, variability in individual responses is
observed. Two populations of rats can be identified, one
showing high levels of lever pressing with relative low
standard diet consumption (high responders) and one show-
ing low levels of lever pressing with high standard diet
consumption (low responders) (Randall et al. 2012). Phos-
pho-Thr34-DARPP-32 expression is higher in the NAcC of
high responders compared to low responders (Randall et al.
2012), suggesting that NAcC dopamine transmission and
dopamine D1 receptor signal transduction are related to the
effort spent.
The possible involvement of DARPP-32 in operant

responding for food stimuli has also been studied taking
advantage of mutant mouse lines. The first studies used
DARPP-32 knock-out mice, which likely have non-selective
impairments in their behavioral repertoire. Food-restricted
DARPP-32 knock-out mice acquire a food-reinforced oper-
ant task (Heyser et al. 2000; Risinger et al. 2001). However,
they exhibit impaired reversal learning, suggesting that
DARPP-32 is involved in the processes underlying learning
and memory (Heyser et al. 2000). The involvement of
DARPP-32 in food-directed instrumental behavior has also
been studied using a knock-in mouse line carrying a Ser-97
to alanine (S97A) point mutation in the DARPP-32 sequence
(S97A-DARPP-32 mouse) that is characterized by inhibition
of DARPP-32 cytonuclear shuttling (Stipanovich et al.
2008). In mildly food-deprived wild-type mice, earning food
in self-administration protocols triggers phospho-Thr34
DARPP-32 nuclear accumulation in the dorsal striatum,
NAcS, and NAcC. This effect is mediated by dopamine D1
receptor stimulation and influences phosphorylation of
nuclear proteins, such as histone H3 (Stipanovich et al.
2008). In S97A-DARPP-32 mice, the motivation to operate
for food, measured as BP, is reduced, while learning is

normal (Stipanovich et al. 2008). Interestingly, levels of
phosphorylation of Thr34 DARPP-32 and DARPP-32-
dependent proteins are reduced in these mice. These results
suggest the involvement of DARPP-32 in mediating tran-
scription-dependent long-term plasticity and reward learning
elicited by increased dopamine D1 receptor transmission.
In summary, there are evidences for a correlation between

changes in DARPP-32 phosphorylation pattern in the NAcS
that imply changes in its functional activity and the
consumption of foods with different characteristics (palatable
or standard, with or without caloric content) by animals in
different physiological states (food-deprived or non-food-
deprived). The modifications in DARPP-32 phosphorylation
pattern observed seem to correlate with the motivation to
operate for the food stimuli. However, experiments aimed at
demonstrating that modifications in DARPP-32 phosphory-
lation pattern play a necessary role in the motivation to
operate for food, in particular for a palatable food in rats that
do not have a homeostatic caloric drive, are warranted. In
fact, the majority of studies on DARPP-32 and food-
sustained instrumental behavior used food-restricted rats or
mice that operate for standard food in a condition of caloric
deficit and are subjected to different tasks before sacrifice.
Moreover, often total DARPP-32 expression levels and/or its
phosphorylation at only one site have been analyzed.
2) Social rewards and DARPP-32 phosphorylation pattern

Social behavior is subserved by high cognitive functions
and is fundamental to improve survival in dynamic and
complex environments. The ability to procreate and raise the
offspring, engage in, and manage relationships requires
successful social interactions with peers. Evidence from
animal and human studies indicates that socioemotional
stimuli are processed in the same brain areas involved in
reward and motivation. In particular, maternal care, social
play behavior, and sexual behavior are highly rewarding for
humans (Izuma et al. 2008; Spreckelmeyer et al. 2009) and
animals (Trezza et al. 2011) since they induce a condition of
well-being, pleasure, motivation, and associative learning
(Berridge and Kringelbach 2008). Their relevance is evident
in psychiatric disorders like autism and schizophrenia where
difficulties in establishing social interactions are core symp-
toms of the disease (Couture et al. 2006; Chevallier et al.
2012).

Maternal care and social behaviors in animals

Nursing and maternal care are among the most primal social
interactions in mammals and the oxytocin-mesolimbic
dopamine systems play a relevant role in their expression
(Pedersen et al. 1994; Numan and Sheehan 1997). In
lactating dams, the interaction with pups induces an increase
in the NAcS dopamine signal (measured by voltammetry)
that is particularly pronounced in high-licking/grooming
mothers, and is accompanied by increased levels of
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dopamine D1 and D3 receptors in the same brain region
(Champagne et al. 2004). A further support for the role of
mesolimbic dopamine transmission in maternal behavior
comes from studies linking maternal neglect (among other
mechanisms) to a dysregulation of dopamine transmission
that impairs the normal ability of the mother to experience
hedonic reward from caring for the offspring (Numan 2007).
In this context, a naturally neglectful mouse line character-
ized by little or no care of the offspring displays increased
phospho-Thr34 DARPP-32 levels in the NAc and CPu at
baseline (Gammie et al. 2008). The modified DARPP-32
phosphorylation pattern could impair the responsiveness to
significant stimuli during maternal–pups interactions, leading
to neglect. The increase in phospho-Thr34 DARPP-32
observed in the striatum of neglectful mothers in comparison
to nurturing dams has been related to an altered steroid
signaling; however, neglect could also be the result of
hyperactive/impulsive and inattentive behavior in the
neglectful mothers (Gammie et al. 2008).
Several studies indicate that social behavior is a natural

reward and the activation of NAc dopamine D1 receptors is
one important mechanism involved. In single-housed male
rats, a brief interaction with a conspecific induces an increase
in the release of extracellular dopamine in the NAc
(Robinson et al. 2002, 2011), and social interaction in mice
elicits increased activity of VTA dopamine neurons (Gunay-
din et al. 2014). In mice, optogenetic activation of the VTA
dopamine neurons projecting to the NAc increases social
interaction and this increase is prevented by the infusion of a
dopamine D1 receptor-antagonist in the NAc. In addition,
optogenetic enhancement of dopamine D1 signaling restores
social interaction and hedonic behaviors disrupted by chronic
social defeat stress, while chemogenetic inhibition of VTA
dopamine neurons projecting to the NAc increases depres-
sive-like behaviors (Francis et al. 2015). In mice exposed to
chronic social defeat stress, levels of total DARPP-32 and
phospho-Thr34 and Thr75-DARPP-32 are increased in the
mPFC and amygdala (Jin et al. 2015), although the exact
mechanisms and functional relevance of these modifications
are yet to be elucidated.

Role of PPP1R1B gene in the response to social stimuli in

humans
In humans, the processing of social stimuli, such as attractive
faces, positive emotional expressions, social reputation, or
monetary reinforcers, is able to activate the reward circuitry
in the ventral striatum and orbitofrontal cortex (Aharon et al.
2001; Izuma et al. 2008; Rademacher et al. 2010). The
possible role of DARPP-32 in regulating reward circuits in
response to social cues in humans has been indirectly
explored taking advantage of genetic analysis. DARPP-32 is
encoded by the PPP1R1B gene in humans and there is
evidence that genetic variations in PPP1R1B affect DARPP-
32 mRNA levels and neuronal connectivity. Studies

performed in post-mortem brains associated the major alleles
G, T, and A at three SNPs (rs879606, rs907094, and
rs3764352, respectively) to higher DARPP-32 mRNA
expression in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Meyer-
Lindenberg et al. 2007). Moreover, carriers of these genetic
variations of PPP1R1B associated to higher DARPP-32
mRNA levels display greater activation of frontostriatal
circuits (Meyer-Lindenberg et al. 2007), better performance
in tests of episodic memory (Persson et al. 2017b), and
increased functional connectivity between the prefrontal
cortex, CPu, and hippocampus during associative emotional
learning tasks (�Curci�c-Blake et al. 2012). These data suggest
that genetic variations in PPP1R1B play a role in the
modulation of cognitive processes (Meyer-Lindenberg et al.
2007) and associative emotional learning (�Curci�c-Blake
et al. 2012). Further studies evaluating changes in blood-
oxygen-level dependent activation show a correlation
between PPP1R1B genetic variations (rs879606, rs907094,
and rs3764352) and the response to socially relevant stimuli
(Persson et al. 2017a). In fact, carriers of these haplotypes
that have been associated to higher expression of DARPP-32
display increased functional connectivity in cortical-subcor-
tical circuits in dorsal prefrontal cortex, fusiform gyrus, and
the midbrain in response to happy faces, while no association
was observed between genetic variations and the responses to
angry faces (Persson et al. 2017a). Moreover, genetic
variations in PPP1R1B may also affect reinforcement
learning (Frank et al. 2007, 2009) and predict choice bias
as a function of expected value (Cockburn et al. 2014),
influencing individual differences on motivated behavior.
Thus, although current results in humans are still limited, the
data on PPP1R1B genetic variants seem to suggest that
DARPP-32 plays a role in the response to social reward
signaling cues.
3) Sexual behavior and DARPP-32 phosphorylation pattern

Mating or vaginal cervix stimulation (VCS) induces in
rodents several responses including progesterone release and
facilitation of lordosis, the characteristic posture that permit
mating to occur. VCS induces lordosis in estrogen primed
rats, even in the absence of progesterone and this proges-
terone-independent, but progestin receptor-dependent, effect
has been ascribed to dopamine that is released in several
brain areas (e.g., the NAc, CPu, and ventromedial hypotha-
lamus) after mating or VCS (Foreman and Moss 1979; L�opez
and Carrer 1982; Pfaus et al. 1995). Moreover, in ovariec-
tomized, estrogen-primed rats, lordosis is induced by the
intracerebroventricular (icv) administration of a dopamine
D1 receptor agonist that also increases phospho-Thr34
DARPP-32 positive cells in the medial preoptic area
(MPOA), caudal ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus, pos-
terodorsal medial amygdala, and bed nucleus of stria
terminalis (Meredith et al. 1998). These brain regions,
crucial for the hormonal regulation of sexual behavior, are
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rich in estradiol-induced progestin receptors. The facilitatory
effect of dopamine D1 receptor agonists on female sexual
behavior can be blocked by progesterone antagonists (Mani
et al. 1994). In ovariectomized, estradiol-primed rats both
progesterone and dopamine facilitate the expression of
female sexual behavior and these effects are consequent to
the increased cAMP/PKA/phospho-Thr34 DARPP-32 sig-
naling in the medial basal hypothalamic nuclei (Mani 2000).
The progesterone and dopamine facilitatory effect on sexual
receptivity in female rats and mice is blocked by infusion of
antisense oligonucleotides to DARPP-32 (Mani 2000; Frye
and Walf 2010), suggesting that DARPP-32 phosphorylation
may be a necessary step in progestin receptor regulation of
sexual receptivity. Furthermore, homozygous mice carrying a
null mutation for the DARPP-32 gene exhibit a reduction in
progesterone-facilitated sexual receptivity in comparison to
their wild-type littermates (Mani 2000). The progesterone-
induced activation of PKA and the increase in cAMP levels
in the hypothalamus of female rats is not prevented by the icv
administration of a dopamine D1 receptor antagonist,
suggesting that these effects do not require a modulation of
dopamine receptors by progesterone (Mani 2000). Dopamine
through the PKA-mediated DARPP-32 phosphorylation
modulates the activation of nuclear progesterone receptors
by a ligand-independent mechanism. Thus, reproductive
behavior in female rodents can be modulated by the cross
talk between signaling mediated by the intracellular proges-
terone receptors and the G protein-coupled dopamine D1
receptors (Mani 2000; Mani and Blaustein 2012).
Dopamine has a facilitatory role also in male sexual

behavior (reviewed by Melis and Argiolas 1995; Giuliano
and Allard 2001). Dopamine agonists in rodents promote
mount and copulatory behaviors, while dopamine antagonists
inhibit sexual motivation (Hull et al. 1995; Phillips-Farf�an
and Fern�andez-Guasti 2009; Simonsen et al. 2016). Dopa-
mine levels increase in the NAcS in response to odors
emitted by estrus female and during copulation (Pfaus et al.
1990; Wenkstern et al. 1993; Fumero et al. 1994). In
addition, extraneuronal dopamine increases before copula-
tion in the MPOA, a crucial region in the regulation of male
sexual behavior, and this increase is likely associated to
sexual drive (Hull et al. 1995; Dominguez and Hull 2005).
Copulation induces an increase in phospho-Thr34-DARPP-
32 levels specifically in the MPOA of previously sexually
experienced male rats, suggesting that in this region DARPP-
32 phosphorylation is involved in mediating sexual learning.
Thus, the dopamine D1 receptor/PKA/DARPP-32 signaling
seems to be important in male rats for the experience-induced
consolidation of sexual behavior (McHenry et al. 2012).
Conversely, in female rats, phospho-Thr34 DARPP-32 levels
increase only after the first VCS, suggesting sex differences
in the phosphorylation response to sexual cues.
4) Environmental enrichment and DARPP-32 phosphory-

lation pattern

Environmental enrichment (EE), originally defined as a
combination of complex inanimate and social stimulation
(Rosenzweig et al. 1978), exerts deep effects on behavior,
brain development and plasticity (Sale 2018). Rodents
maintained in EE conditions are housed in cages larger than
standard cages that allow physical activity and formation of
social groups and they are provided with inanimate objects
that are periodically changed or moved around the cage. A
large number of studies performed in rodents showed that, at
a behavioral level, EE improves spatial and non-spatial
learning and memory (van Praag et al. 2000; Nithianan-
tharajah and Hannan 2006), reduces anxiety and increases
exploratory activity (Fern�andez-Teruel et al. 2002; Galani
et al. 2007; Harati et al. 2013), induces antidepressant-like
effects, and decreases cocaine self-administration (Green
et al. 2010). However, all these effects are not consistently
observed, perhaps because of the different EE protocols used
across studies (Rogers et al. 2017). EE protocols may differ
for the developmental age in which they are applied, their
duration, the introduction of running wheels as sources of
physical activity. EE-related behavioral effects are accom-
panied at the anatomical level by robust increases in
neurogenesis, axonal sprouting, and dendritic arborization,
particularly in the hippocampus (Hebb 1949; Diamond et al.
1972; Greenough and Volkmar 1973; van Praag et al. 2000;
Nithianantharajah and Hannan 2006). At the molecular level,
EE affects the expression of genes involved in synaptic
function (Rampon et al. 2000), levels of neurotrophic
factors, thus perhaps modulating neuronal plasticity (Pham
et al. 1999; Young et al. 1999), and signaling pathways of
different neurotransmitters, including dopamine. EE seems to
produce long-lasting functional changes in mesolimbic
dopamine transmission that may contribute to protective
effects on vulnerability to drugs of abuse (Darna et al. 2015).
In particular, EE has been associated with decreased
dopamine D1 receptor expression in PFC and striatum (Del
Arco et al. 2007; Gill et al. 2013) and down-regulation of
the dopamine transporter in PFC (Kim et al. 2016). More-
over, in rats exposed to EE, reduced baseline levels of
phospho-Thr34 DARPP-32 have been reported in PFC and
interpreted as the result of a modified balance between
dopamine D1 receptor- and NMDA receptor-mediated
signaling (Gomez et al. 2012).
A role for DARPP-32 and its interaction with adducins in

the response to environmental factors has been proposed.
The molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying EE
effects are not fully elucidated and modifications in
DARPP-32 phosphorylation pattern have been proposed to
mediate EE effects by interaction with adducins. Adducins
are actin-capping proteins that stabilize the cortical
cytoskeleton and regulate synaptic stability (Engmann et al.
2015). In particular, b-adducin is essential for the stability of
dendritic spines and is involved in learning and memory
processes through the regulation of actin- and spectrin-based
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synapse formation (Bednarek and Caroni 2011; Pielage et al.
2011). In mice striatum, phospho-Thr75 DARPP-32 pro-
motes the phosphorylation of the Ser713 residue of b-
adducin and this modification prevents b-adducin interaction
with actin and spectrin, destabilizing the cytoskeleton of
spines and dendrites. This destabilization seems to be crucial
for synaptic plasticity to occur and may explain the rapid
effects of EE on dendritic spines of NAc neurons. Thus,
DARPP-32 could have an important role in regulating striatal
MSN activity also by modulating b-adducin function and,
consequently, new spine formation.
Studies in rodents have increased our knowledge of the

influence of gene–environment interactions on the plasticity
of the normal brain and may further the understanding of the
possible relevance of these interactions in the dysfunctional
brain. EE-induced enhanced neuronal plasticity could be
beneficial for some neurological disorders, such as Alzhei-
mer, Huntington, Parkinson diseases (Nithianantharajah and
Hannan 2006). In particular, EE behavioral and neurochem-
ical effects, including those on dopamine D1 receptor/
DARPP-32 signaling pathway, have been extensively studied
in transgenic mouse models of Huntington disease (HD). EE
has been shown to delay disease progression in HD models
improving motor symptoms and reducing cognitive deficits
(Dellen et al. 2000; Hockly et al. 2002). Deficits in HD mice
may be underpinned by an impairment in dopamine D1
receptor signaling, as reduced levels of dopamine D1
receptors, DARPP-32, and other markers of the dopaminer-
gic signaling cascade have been reported in striatal and
cortical areas (Bibb et al. 2000; Spires et al. 2004). Thus, it
is of interest that EE rescues in HD mice the reduced cortical
levels of DARPP-32 (Bibb et al. 2000) that, by altering
monoaminergic signaling, may contribute to the dysfunctions

characteristic of HD models (Bibb et al. 2000; Dellen et al.
2000). The restored DARPP-32 expression levels in the
frontal cortex of HD mice exposed to EE may contribute to
the reduction of cognitive deficits and symptoms of psychi-
atric-like conditions.

Concluding remarks

This review provides an overview on the role of DARPP-32
signaling cascade in the integration of the responses to
natural reinforcing stimuli, with a focus on food as a natural
reinforcer (Table 1). DARPP-32 is largely conserved across
vertebrates (Ung and Teoh 2014) and its pathway is
involved in physiological functions and pharmacological
responses. A dissection of DARPP-32 role in specific
physiological responses would greatly benefit of sophisti-
cated animal models, yet rodents with region-specific or
temporally restricted knock-out or knock-down of DARPP-
32 or its phosphorylation-site mutated forms are not
available. Moreover, selective activation of DARPP-32-
mediated signaling in striatonigral and striatopallidal neu-
rons has only been studied in response to pharmacological
stimuli.
The evidence reported here shows that DARPP-32 phos-

phorylation pattern and function are differently modified in
response to natural stimuli, and a large body of literature also
demonstrates modifications in DARPP-32 phosphorylation
induced by pharmacological stimuli. These results are
apparently at variance with the studies in mouse models that
indicate that DARPP-32 deletion or modifications at phos-
phorylation sites do not conspicuously affect development,
adult phenotype, and spontaneous behaviors (Fienberg and
Greengard 2000; Heyser et al. 2000). However, we must

Table 1 DARPP-32 involvement in responses to natural positive stimuli

Type of natural stimulus Potential roles References

Food Encoding the value of food in rats Rauggi et al. (2005), Danielli et al. (2010),

Scheggi et al. (2013)
Different facets of motivation in mice and rats Stipanovich et al. (2008), Segovia et al. (2012),

Randall et al. (2012), Scheggi et al.

(2015, 2016, 2017)
Social interaction Maternal behavior in mice Gammie et al. (2008)

Emotional associative learning in

humans (indirect evidence)

Meyer-Lindenberg et al. (2007),

Curcik-Blake et al. (2012), Persson et al. (2017a,b)
Reinforcement learning in humans (indirect evidence) Frank et al. (2007, 2009), Cockburn et al. (2014)

Sexual partner Sexual receptivity in female rodents Meredith et al. (1998), Mani (2000),

Frye and Walf (2010)
Experience-induced enhancement of
sexual behavior in male rats

McHenry et al. (2012)

Enriched environment Neural plasticity and dendritic spines

remodeling in mice and rats

Engmann et al. (2015)

Reduction of cognitive deficits and depressive-like
symptoms in Huntington’s Disease mouse models

Spires et al. (2004), Bibb et al. (2000),
Dellen et al. (2000)
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consider that the animals born, raised and performing
behavioral tasks in our laboratories are not exposed to the
challenges of the complex, rapidly changing and often hostile
natural environment. Thus, the role of DARPP-32 may not
be necessary for responding to simple stimuli, but it may
become significant in orchestrating complex adaptive
responses. Accordingly, DARPP-32 function may enhance
the reliability of responses to incentive cues by filtering
concurrent stimuli. This hypothesis is relevant in a phyloge-
netic perspective since appropriate responses to natural
stimuli are fundamental for the survival of the organism
and the species in a complex challenging environment.
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